28 HarnesSing the Power of HDR
Rescue detail in high-contrast scenes with this simple technique
Text By Wes Pitts, Photography By Jim Nix

30 Seeing In Black-And-White
How to identify the elements that make for better black-and-white photographs
Text By William Sawalich

36 Seven Tips For Awesome Road-Trip Pictures
Everywhere is within walking distance if you have the time
Text & Photography By Rick Sammon

40 Night Light
Create stunning landscape astrophotography images
Text & Photography By Adam Woodworth

46 10 Lessons For Your Best Landscape Photographs
Follow these tips and techniques for more creative compositions of the natural world
Text & Photography By Rick Sammon

Small Bags. Big Potential.
Manfrotto Bags
the perfect bag range for your Compact System Camera

Available at all Manfrotto authorized dealers including:
B&C Camera

Manfrotto
Imagine More
manfrotto.us